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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS????

Dear child,

Every day, strengthen in your interior the certainty of the existence of a superior life and of a
purpose that transcends matter and the superficialities impregnated in it.

In these times, many will strengthen illusions, the disproportioned pleasures and the absolute
usufruct. The big companies that dominate the ordinary mind of humanity with their influences
inspired by the forces of chaos - in the same way that the false governments of this world - will
encourage humanity to seek pleasure above life itself.

When the change of the planetary cycle becomes visible even to the blind of heart, Light will call Its
children to Itself, and darkness will also want to strengthen its reign. You, as a child of Light, must
be a beacon which illuminates the path of the lost ones and indicates them the goal.

Do not let yourself be carried out by the despair of humanity or even by the anxiety of "gratifying
yourself while there is time", because this will be the motto of the dark ones in the end of all.

Seek to be lucid amongst all and, much as those who you love follow other paths, remain yourself
firmly in the purpose of reaching God.

Child, never think it is not worthy to keep spiritual principles and try to find God in a world that has
drifted away so much from Him. Much as the world around you seems to be ending, the principle of
all, the seed that will impregnate the New Earth will be inside of you and, while you still remain
steady despite yourself, it will never die.

God is alive in the interior of all His Creatures, but He only acts by means of those who believe in
this truth and remain in it, even if they seem to be the only ones with this certainty.

The things I tell you, child, you may find today in the world around you or tomorrow beside you.
For this reason, assimilate what I tell you and consolidate inside of you the absolute conviction of
the triumph of God on Earth.

Much as this war may not be visible to your eyes in this moment because of your spiritual
immaturity, just trust and grow. Mature your spirit with foundations sanctified by the impulses of
the Divine Messengers and you will be, yourself, the Living Principle of a perfect Creation in this
world.

Like you, there will be others; and from you all will raise the New Humanity. For this reason, be
brave and persevere. Do not stop working, we are counting on you in this army of love, peace and
renovation for the Earth.

Your Father and Friend, The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


